Conventional optical tweezers are generated by the intensity gradient of highly focused laser beams, but the requirement of strong intensity gradient limits the tunability of optical traps. Here we show a new type of optical tweezers with tunable potential wells by manipulating the phase gradient of light. Using a new method to calculate holograms, we can design desirable phase profiles and intensity distributions of optical patterns. Optical force arising from the phase gradient creates tunable potential wells for versatile optical manipulation, such as trapping nanoparticles in peanut-shaped optical spots, and positioning and shifting nanoparticles in optical gears as demonstrated in our experiments. The phase-gradient-based optical tweezers have several merits including flexible design and easy control, which open a new way for optical trapping and manipulation.
Optical tweezers have attracted increasing interest due to their wide applications in atomic physics, biology, chemical analysis and microfluidics. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Conventional optical tweezers rely on the intensity gradient forces exerted by strongly focused laser beams to trap various particles. Different manipulation techniques have also been demonstrated using optical tweezers, such as transporting, positioning, sorting and assembling micro-and nanoparticles. 7-9 However, the capability of traditional optical traps is limited by the requirement of strong intensity gradients. High intensity irradiation from laser easily leads to damage of samples, especially biological specimens. 10 In addition, their trapping potentials are generally static while tunable potential wells are highly desirable for optical trapping and manipulation. Optical tweezers with tunable potential wells can develop new functions and applications, such as dynamically manipulating particles, adjusting trapping stiffness, creating tunable trapping potentials, assembling novel functional microdevices, and effectively reducing photothermal effects.
Recently, several techniques for tuning the optical trapping potentials have been proposed based on fiber structures, waveguide structures, surface plasmons or holography. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Teeka et al.
proposed a dynamic optical trap by using a dark soliton in an optical fiber loop to realize tunable widths and powers of optical tweezers, 11 and Mobini et al. tuned the optical force in a graded index multimode fiber based on the wavelength dependence of its numerical aperture. 12 Recently, Ping et al. demonstrated multifunctional manipulation by tunable optical lattices created by near-field modes beating along silicon waveguide. 13 In addition, several schemes have been presented to implement tunable optical forces based on surface plasmons. The surface plasmons can be controlled by adjusting illumination parameters such as optical polarization, wavelength or incident angle. [14] [15] [16] [17] Tunable optical tweezers have also been achieved by creating structured optical patterns using space light modulators (SLMs). [18] [19] However, all the aforementioned tunable optical traps are based on intensity gradient profiles. In 2008, Roichman et al. reported a new type of optical force arising from the phase gradient of light. 20 The optical force can create a potential barrier or well to trap silica microparticles in a flat-top line trap with a parabolic phase profile, and rotate them in a ring trap with orbital angular momentum. However, the shape-phase holography used to create the flat-top line trap suffers high laser power loss, which is highly unfavorable for optical manipulation of nanoparticles, and the ring traps can only continuously rotate particles with constant phase gradients. [21] [22] So far tunable phase gradients have been mainly achieved in traditional optical line traps created by focusing a Gaussian beam with cylindrical lenses or the corresponding holograms, 23-25 yet in these optical lines the intensity and phase profiles are coupled that limits many their applications. It is a significant challenge to achieve versatile optical manipulation with optical forces coming from phase gradient.
In this letter, we report a new type of optical tweezers with tunable potential wells by controlling the phase gradient profiles. Optical traps with desired phase and intensity profiles at the plane of optical manipulation are generated by computer-generated holograms. Our experimental results
show that the confinement of metal nanoparticles in optical traps can be easily controlled by In order to demonstrate phase-gradient-based optical tweezers, a holographic optical trapping system using a laser of 800 nm wavelength is employed to trap Au nanoparticles (see Methods in Supporting Information for experiment method). We use a one-step method to calculate phaseonly holograms that can accurately generate optical traps with tunable phase gradient profiles at the Fourier plane of the holograms (see Methods in Supporting Information for hologram design method). We first demonstrate that different phase gradients can create variable potential wells by using peanut-shaped optical patterns with almost identical intensity distributions. The peanutshaped spots are novel optical traps for realizing new functions, such as controllable alignment. 26 We investigate the stability of Au nanoparticles (200 nm diameter) in peanut-shaped spot optical traps with three different potential wells using different phase gradients. The holograms are first calculated, and their corresponding phase profiles and intensity profiles at the output plane are simulated. The simulated phase profiles are shown in Fig. 1a , whose phase gradients increase from panel I to III (for holograms, simulated intensity profiles, see Fig. S1 in supporting information).
Their intensity distributions are almost identical, so the trapping potential wells caused be intensity distributions are nearly same. Fig. 1b shows the calculated trapping potential wells, which reveals that different potential wells are induced by different phase gradient profiles (see Methods in Supporting Information for the potential calculation method). Tunable potential wells have been created, and their trapping stiffnesses can be investigated by monitoring the fluctuation amplitudes of trapped nanoparticles. The time trajectories of x-and y-positions of Au nanoparticles trapped by different potential wells are plotted in Fig. 1c . It is worth noting that each peanut-shaped optical trap has two potential wells, so it has capability of trapping two or more nanoparticles. To avoid the influence of optical binding, 27 The trajectories of a single particle trapped in a potential well. Panels I-III correspond to increasing phase gradients. The laser power is 191 mW, and the scale bar is 5 μm.
We further demonstrate tunable phase-gradient-based optical traps using optical rings and triangles with different phase gradients. Previously, different curved traps have been proposed to only drive particles moving in curved orbit 28 . However, positioning of nanoparticles by manipulating tunable potential wells has not been demonstrated yet. Here numerical simulations and related experiments are carried out with tunable ring traps. Their simulated phase profiles are given in Fig. 2a , where the phase gradient increases from left to right (for holograms and the simulated intensity profiles, see The phase-gradient-based optical tweezers provide new opportunities for optical manipulation, for example, controllable positioning and shifting. Optical spot arrays are usually used to trap and shift nanoparticles or atoms, 29 but it is relatively slow to shift nanoparticles from one location to another one by moving spot trap arrays 30 . Here we demonstrate that the locations of potential wells generated by phase gradient can be intentionally shifted along a circle by dynamically varying its hologram, i.e., an optical gear. Fig. 3a shows the physical principle for controllable positioning and shifting of nanoparticles using an optical gear made with ring traps. Three different potential profiles (marked as Ι, II and Ш) are periodically employed for manipulating nanoparticles with time periods of ΔT1, ΔT2, and ΔT3, respectively. At the beginning, a nanoparticle is assumed to be located at position 1 with high potential energy in the first time period ΔT1, and it rapidly moves to position 2 with the lowest potential energy and keeps stable. Once the potential profile is switched from Ι to II, potential energy of the nanoparticle is instantly changed from low (position 2 on profile Ι) to high (position 3 on profile II), so it rapidly moves to position 4. As a result, the nanoparticle can be dynamically controlled to be positioned and shifted from one to another location. Its step distance, velocity, path, and time interval can be arbitrarily predesigned through holograms switched by LabView software. Fig. 3b presents their simulated phase profiles in different time interval (for holograms, simulated intensity profiles, see We further show that the tunable potential wells can be used for achieving controllable transport of nanoparticles by combining with conventional ring traps. 22 The experimental principle is briefly described in Fig. 4a , in which two potential wells (marked as I and III) are utilized for trapping, and a constant phase gradient profile (II) provides a constant optical force to drive a nanoparticle.
First, a nanoparticle is assumed to be located at position 1, and then rapidly moves to position 2, which keeps stable at the bottom of potential well. When the hologram is switched from Ι to II, a conventional ring trap is adopted for driving the nanoparticle from position 3 to position 4 along a designed orbit. The hologram is switched again to create a potential well Ш when the nanoparticle arrives at position 4, so the nanoparticle will move from place 5 to place 6 and be trapped there.
In this process, the start and end positions of nanoparticle, and its path and velocity along orbit can be purposely controlled by using the desired holograms. Fig. 4b presents the simulated phase profiles in different time periods (for holograms, simulated intensity profiles, see Fig. S5 in supporting information). Accordingly, the desired locations of potential wells can be easily manipulated, as shown in Fig. 4c . The controllable transport of a trapped Au nanoparticle in the ring orbit are plotted in Fig. 4d , and the nanoparticle can be controllably transported from the start position to the destination, where it keeps stable. Such optical manipulation can be used as a novel tool for microscopic cargo delivery.
In conclusion, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated tunable optical tweezers by controlling the transverse phase gradient of light, which belong to 2D traps working against the coverslip. The phase-gradient-based optical tweezers provide a new way for generating various potential energy profiles, which has the potential for developing new functions and applications in optical trapping and manipulation. For instance, it can be used for tuning the confinement of nanoparticles, and positioning, shifting and transporting nanoparticles from one place to another.
The ability to create a trapping potential by phase gradient largely expands the capacity of optical tweezers that so far mainly rely on the intensity gradient force. Generally, optical force arising from intensity gradient is used for trapping particles, while optical force exerted by phase gradient is adopted for driving particles in specific orbits, such as optical vortex and ring traps. In the future, however, different optical forces arising from the intensity and phase gradients can be individually generated or combined by smartly designing the holograms, which will greatly broaden the applications of optical tweezers for exploring novel function in optical manipulation. 
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METHODS

Hologram design method
In the past two decades, various methods have been proposed, which includes the direct search algorithm 1 , Gerchburg-Saxton algorithm 2 , integral method 3 . Among them, the integral method can create high-accuracy intensity and phase profiles, but it is limited to the generation of smooth optical patterns made of special curves, called as superforma curves. Herein, we proposed a hologram calculation method 4 , by introducing a random phase factor into the discrete inverse Fourier transform formula, which is a new approach for generating phase-only holograms that can produce high-quality intensity and phase profiles at the output plane. The approach is a direct computation method for CGH, which demonstrates that the calculation is very simple and computation time is low. Its formula is expressed by, field at back focus plane of objective lens; ( , ) H m n is optical field reflected by SLM at front focus plane of objective lens;  is a random phase factor, in which    m d rand , dm is the modulation depth with a maximum of 2π, and rand is a random function that varies in the range from 0 to 1.
The introduction of random phase is to reduce the crosstalk among plane waves at the input plane, which can effectively improve quality of holograms. Consequently, the phase of hologram is written as,
where symbol arg stands for phase angle of ( , ) H m n . In this case, we can easily obtain holograms once the target optical field is given. In our design, each target pattern has 1024×1272 pixels, and its pixel size is 0.139 μm × 0.139 μm at the output plane. The phase-only SLM has 1024×1272 pixels with its pixel size of 12.5 μm × 12.5 μm. The focus length of the lens is 3 mm, and laser wavelength is 800 nm.
Additionally, we here provide the simulated results of rectangle-shaped optical patterns with linear phase gradient profiles, by using our method and the integral method, as shown in Fig. S6 (a-b), respectively. It reveals that the hologram designed by our method has high accuracy for generating intensity and phase profiles.
Experiment method
A phase-only SLM (Hamamatsu X13138), which has 1024×1272 pixels with its pixel size of 12.5 μm ×12.5 μm, is adopted to modulate the phase profiles of the designed hologram, and a CW 
Potential well calculation
and phase gradients can be obtained by using the following formula, 5 ' '' 0 0
where 0  and  are dielectric constant and relative dielectric constant, '  and ''  are the real and imaginary part of particle's polarizability, I is the optical intensity, and  is the phase profile of light.
Next, potential energy surfaces are obtained by integrating the force along defined paths in the following formula, 6
where l denotes a given path from a reference point   0 0
, p x y to point   , p x y in x-y plane. The intensity and phase profiles are adopted from simulated results, which are the designed intensity and phase distributions. In this case, the light intensity is obtained by,
where P is the laser power and S is the estimated area of optical trap. Consequently, the light intensity used for calculating potential wells in Fig. 1-4 are about 11 mW/μm 2 , 11 mW/μm 2 , 18 mW/μm 2 and 7.7 mW/μm 2 , respectively. In addition, Au nanoparticles are illuminated by optical trappings in water. The refractive index of Au and water are 0.15+i4.91 and 1.33, respectively.
From the experimental results. The effective trapping potential of an optical trap can be calculated by the potential of mean force from the measured position (x and y) distribution of a trapped particle. The potential of mean force, pmf(α), is given by
where kB is Boltzmann's constant, T is absolute temperature, and P(α) is the probability density of the parameter α (x, y).
Effect of intensity distribution
In our simulated results, the intensity distributions are almost identical. Consequently, it is reasonable that effect of intensity distribution and its related thermal consequence on particle
trapping and shifting can be ignored. Experimentally, however, intensity distributions at trapping plane could be slightly deteriorated, i.e. the fluctuation of optical intensity will usually appear, which would lead to the different thermal distribution. These factors could have potential impact on particle trapping and shifting. Here, we take particle positioning and shifting as an example, and present a contrast experiment to investigate the effect of intensity distribution. In Fig. 3 and Fig. S4 , an optical gear with phase gradient profiles is employed for controllable positioning and shifting of nanoparticles. Therefore, we design three corresponding holograms which generate the same intensity distribution, but zero phase gradients. The holograms, intensity distributions and phase profiles are shown in Fig. S7(a-c) . Obviously, they are highly similar among the panels I-III in Fig. S7 , because their phase gradients are all equal to zero. Followingly, the experiment for positioning and shifting is carried out by using holograms Fig S7(a) , in which optical power is equal to one in Fig. 3 . The position trajectory of a nanoparticle in the ring orbit is given in Fig. S8 . It demonstrates that the particle motion in ring orbit belongs to random motion, which are caused by Brownian noise. Apparently, positioning and shifting of particle can't be realized in such a ring orbit where intensity distribution is almost identical and phase gradient is zero. Consequently, it is reasonable that the effect of intensity distribution and its related thermal consequence on particle trapping and shifting are ignored. Figure S1 . Peanut-shaped optical traps with tunable potential wells. (a) Holograms. (b) Simulated intensity profiles. Panels I-III correspond to increasing phase gradients. It is worth noting that their intensity distributions in Panels I-III are nearly identical. Figure S2 . The potential energy curves. (a) The results from Fig. 1b. (b) The results obtained by using position probability of particles in Fig. 1c . Note that panels I-III correspond to increasing phase gradients, and potential energy curves along the y-axial direction of optical trap are provided, and the smallest potential energy is set at the origin by a coordinate system. 
